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6,000# Super Stock Tractors 
Definition of Tractors:  
1. 6,500# Pro Stock: 360c.i. limit, Gasoline or Diesel Fuel only, any single Turbocharger, 24.5x32 

maximum rear tire size.  
2. 6,200# Limited Super Stock: 320c.i. limit, Gasoline or Diesel Fuel only, any two turbochargers, 

24.5x32 maximum rear tire.  
3. 6,300# Limited Super Stock: 360c.i. limit, Alcohol only, any single turbocharger, 24.5x32 maximum 

rear tire size.  
4. 6,400# Pro Stock: 410c.i. Limit Zero Tolerance, Gasoline or Diesel Fuel only, any single 

turbocharger, No intercooler, 24.5x32 maximum rear tire size. (6,200# with intercooler) 
5. 6,000# Super Stock Tractor: 410c.i. (2) chargers maximum, Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, or Alcohol, 

30.5x32 maximum rear tire size.  
6. 6,000#Super Stock Tractor. 410ci to 505ci, 2 chargers maximum, 17” draw bar height 
Chassis and Hitch  
1. All tractors to have a "Wide Front" axle. No single pedestal front axles allowed.  
2. Sheet metal must match brand of tractor.  
3. All Tractors are not to be longer than 13 feet from the center of the rear axle to the forward most 

position of the tractor including weights.  
4. Front weights not to extend 36 inches forward of the factory grille position.  
5. Rear weights cannot extend past the rear tires.  
6. Drawbar cannot be connected to the hydraulic system in any manner.  
Drawbar Limitations  
1. 18” minimum length with 20” maximum height  
2. All minimum lengths will be measured from the centerline of the rear axle to the attachment point of 

the chain.  
Safety  
1. Must comply with all IAMO General and Safety rules.  
2. All tractors must have a fire shield between the engine and the driver of no less than .060 metal from 

side shield to side shield and from top to bottom.  
3. All tractors must have two (2) 3/8" bolts in the exhaust as close to the elbow as possible at 90 degree 

angles and no further than two inches apart.  
4. All tractors must have a nationally approved scatter blanket.  
5. T/A's, Power Directors, or like transmissions must be shielded with a steel shield or a board approved 

scatter blanket.  
6. All tractors must have a shield on the front crankshaft pulley and/or harmonic balancer, which will, in 

the event of a failure, contain the pulley and/or balancer within the engine compartment.  
7. All tractor engines must have a 3/8" minimum steel cable surrounding the engine.  
8. All tractors must be equipped with front stabilizer bars or skis. The lower most portion of the bar 

must be no higher than 4” off the ground.  
 


